Using tight binding model, lattice QFT and group theory methods, we study a class of lattice QFT models that are cousins of graphene; and which are classified by finite dimensional ADE Lie groups containing the usual crystallographic symmetries as discrete subgroups. We show in particular that the electronic properties of the 1D lattice poly-acetylene chain are given by a SU (2) model and those of the well known 2D graphene by SU (3). We also give two other models classified by SU (4) and SO (6) symmetries; they respectively describe 3D diamond and 3D lattice with octahedral sites. It is shown as well that the dispersion energies of this set of models are completely characterized by the roots of the Lie algebras underlying the symmetry groups. Other features, such as SO (5) lattice involving sp 3 d hybridization as well as the relation between the 4D hyperdiamond, having a SU (5) symmetry and the 4D lattice QCD, are also discussed.
Introduction
Tight binding model is a simple lattice quantum field theory modeling the couplings between pairs of quantum states living at closed neighboring sites of the crystal [1, 2] . These short range pairings have been shown to describe quite adequately the electronic properties of graphene and homologues [3, 4, 5] . Tight binding approach is nicely represented in QFT in terms of hops of the delocalized electrons/holes from sites r n of the crystal to nearest neighbors at r n + v l . These electron and hole hops will be interpreted in this study in terms of step operators of Lie algebras that appear as hidden symmetries of lattices. This remarkable feature opens a window between continuous group representation theory, often used in elementary particles physics, and electronic properties in solid state physics involving representations of discrete symmetries [8] . As Lie groups are not common in solid state physics; we will refer below to these continuous groups as hidden symmetries; the well known crystallographic symmetries appear here as discrete subgroups of these continuous groups.
In this paper, we use tight binding method to engineer a series of N-dimensional lattice QFT models that are classified by ADE Lie groups of Cartan. In this modeling, the interactions between the first nearest neighbors are described by the basic representations of the leading elements of the Lie groups [9, 10, 11] . We show amongst others that the dispersion energies are completely determined by the root system of the underlying Lie algebras of these groups. Our construction gives also a Lie group representation theory explanation of the idea of treating 2D honeycomb and higher dimensional homologue L as the superposition of two sublattices A and B. At first sight the way of thinking about such lattices L as A ∪ B seems to be a beautiful trick; but it happens that it has a deep mathematical reason. In the case of SU (N) models for instance, the two sublattices, denoted A SU (N ) and B SU (N ) , are in fact intimately related with the fundamental N and anti-fundamentalN representations of SU (N) whose weight vectors µ l and µ which extend the well known one v 1 + v 2 + v 3 = 0 of 2D graphene giving the first nearest neighbors and playing a central role in the study of electronic properties; in particular dispersion energy relation and the link with Dirac relativistic theory in 3D space time.
The above constraint relations capture just the traceless condition of SU (N); and have a physical interpretation in terms of conservation of total momenta. Moreover, the second nearest neighbors of a lattice site at r n , and which contribute as first order corrections in the tight binding approach, are located at r n + v ij with the v ij 's proportional to the vectors α ij = µ i − µ j which are exactly the N (N − 1) roots of SU (N) symmetry; showing, amongst others, that the sublattices A SU (N ) and B SU (N ) has much to do with the root lattice of the SU (N) group. In other words, sites r n in the A SU (N ) and B SU (N ) sublattices of L SU (N ) are generated by simple roots like
where the integral vector r n = (n 1 ,n 2 , . . . n N −1 ) and where {α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α N −1 } are the simple roots of SU (N). Furthermore, by using known results on group theory methods in physics, the standard tight binding hamiltonian itself has as well a nice group theoretical interpretation; since the operators describing the electrons hops turn out to be nothing but step operators of the Lie algebra of SU (N) symmetry. Within this view, one can use SU (N) symmetry to build generalization of tight binding model that describe higher order couplings. In this regards, and though beyond the scope of this study, lessons learnt from 2D conformal field theories show that one may borrow techniques from Kac-Moody algebras like Suggawara method [10] to extend standard tight binding method, describing pair couplings, to implement higher order interactions. In the present paper, we will mainly focus on exhibiting some basic features of the lattice L SU (N ) on which live the physics of the tight binding model. We also consider the example of SO (6) model which has octahedral sites that form a vector representation of SO (6).
To illustrate our idea, we study four examples of lattice models in diverse dimensions D; two of them, having respectively D=1 and D=2, concern the electronic properties of the two following :
(1) the poly-acetylene chain [12] which, in our classification, turns out to correspond to a SU (2) model. Here SU (2) is the usual isospin group; it is the first element of the SU (N) series with N ≥ 1; its basic representation is the doublet with isospin states | ± 1 2 > satisfying the traceless property
(2) graphene, a sheet of graphite classified as a SU (3) model. The basic representation of this group has three states with quantum numbers µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 (weight vectors in group theory language) that should be imagined as the extension of the weights ± of SU (2). These are 2D vectors that satisfy the property
Two others 3D lattice QFT systems given by the SU (4) and SO (6) models respectively based on tetrahedral (diamond) and octahedral crystals. To have delocalized electrons described by tight binding approach on these 3D lattices, one has to go beyond the usual sp n hybridizations of carbon atoms; one needs for example material alloys with atoms
hybridizations with delocalized electrons hoping to first nearest neighboring tetrahedral (octahedral) sites. But to illustrate the general idea in simple words, we consider rather two toy models for diamond and octahedron respectively based on the crystals L SU (4) and L SO(6) described in section 4 and 5.
The presentation is as follows: In section 2, we study the electronic properties of the ideal poly-acetylene chain. In section 3, we consider the case of graphene and show that it is precisely classified by the SU (3) group. In section 4, we develop the SU (4) diamond and in section 5, we study the octahedral model based on SO (6). Last section is devoted to conclusion and comments.
2 Poly-acetylene chain as a SU (2) model Roughly, the poly-acetylene 1 chain is a linear molecule of carbon atoms in the sp 1 hybridization with delocalized electrons (2 pi-electrons per carbon atom). To study the electronic properties of this organic molecule, which in the present paper we take it in the ideal case; that is an infinite chain, we need to specify two main things:
• the 1-dimensional lattice of the carbon chain where live the delocalized electrons,
• the tight binding hamiltonian H SU (2) describing the couplings between electrons belonging to closest neighboring atoms.
the lattice The 1D lattice, denoted as L su (2) , is depicted in fig (1); it is isomorphic to the onedimensional integer Z-lattice with coordinates x m = md where d is the length of the carbon-carbon bond. There are two different, but equivalent ways, to deal with this lattice; one of them is that based on mimicking the study of the 2D honeycomb of graphene; it is given by the superposition of two sublattices A su (2) and B su(2) (blue and red in the figure). (2) given by the superposition of two sublattices A su(2) and B su (2) .
Each atom of this lattice, say an atom A n of sublattice A su (2) , has two first nearest neighbors of B-type; that is B n and B n+1 ; for illustration see fig (1 of the delocalized electrons of these atoms are described by the wave functions
where v 0 and v 1 are the relative positions parameterizing the two first nearest neighbors. These v i 's satisfy the remarkable constraint relation and
of the SU (2) doublet representation with dominant weight µ 0 and trace
the hamiltonian By focusing on correlations between the first nearest neighbors, the tight binding hamiltonian reads as follows
with t is the hop energy and where F v and G v are operators realized in terms of the electronic creation and annihilation ones A ± xm , B ± xm as follows,
Notice by the way that the operator F v describes electronic hops from left to right while G v describes hops from right to left. These two hops generate two kinds of symmetries that we want to comment through a set of remarkable properties that turn out to be also valid for the higher dimensional extensions to be considered in next sections. property 1 : the above hamiltonian H SU (2) is an adequate approximation to describe the electronic properties of the poly-acetylene. But a more concise description requires however taking into account the effects beyond the first nearest couplings. These correlations can be thought of as corrections described by operators of the form,
(2.6) with n ≥ 2 generating an infinite dimensional Lie algebra. It happens that the restriction to first nearest neighbors breaks this infinite dimensional symmetry down to a subsymmetry to be identified later on; see property 3. property 2 : the structure of the operator H SU (2) is very particular; it recalls basic features of complex geometry, supersymmetry and step operators of Lie algebras. For the links with complex geometry and supersymmetry, one has just to notice that given some holomorphic function F (Z) with a complex variable Z that can be interpreted as a chiral superfield in 4D supersymmetry [13] ; one may build two fundamental kinds of real quantities namely
in a quite similar manner with the Kahler K Z,Z and chiral superpotentials W (Z) of 4D supersymmetric non linear sigma models. From this view, the hamiltonian H SU (2) is of the second type as it follows by setting 8) this feature may be also viewed as the reason behind the non diagonal form of the hamiltonian. property 3 : the third feature that we want to give here concerns the relation between H SU (2) and SU (2) Lie algebra; as this result is also valid for higher dimensions and higher rank groups; let us discuss it with some details here; and give just results for higher dimensional lattices to be considered later on. There are two types of links between H SU (2) (2.4); and the underlying SU (2) symmetry:
• the first link concerns the 1D lattice L su(2) which , up to some details, is nothing but the weight lattice of the SU (2) Lie algebra. This is an integral lattice generated by the fundamental weight µ 0 ; i.e
Notice that the sublattice A su(2) and B su (2) are related to the root lattice of SU (2) as already noticed before eq(1.1); and the superposition is done up to µ 0 shifts. This property become clearer when we consider bigger groups like SU(3); see for instance eqs(3.3-3.5) to fix the ideas.
• the second link concerns the physics described by the hamiltonian H SU (2) . From Lie algebra view, this hamiltonian is a very special quantity given by the sum over step operators of some infinite dimensional Lie algebra containing the following isomorphic SU L (2) and SU R (2) copies as subalgebras
and To derive these commutation relations, we need to perform 3 steps; first use the realization eqs(2.5); second use also the algebra of the fermionic operators A 
The diagonalization of this hamiltonian leads to the dispersion energy relation,
which is associated with the usual conducting band (+) and the valence one (-). These relations can be also put into the form ±2t cos (kd) from which we read that their zeros (Fermi energy) take place for the wave vectors
Graphene as a SU (3) model
Graphene, a sheet of graphite, is a 2D organic material system with carbons in the sp 2 hybridization. This material, which is of great interest nowadays, is expected to play a central role in nanotechnology [12, 14] . The graphene lattice denoted here as L su (3 
that should be compared with (2.2). Like in the previous SU (2) case, this constraint equation turns out to have an interpretation in terms of SU (3) group representations.
42Å is the length of the carboncarbon bond, we end with the identity µ 0 + µ 1 + µ 2 = 0 describing precisely the weight vectors of the SU (3) fundamental representation. To fix the ideas on these weight vectors and the way they may be handled, we give below two comments.
(1) the explicit expressions of these weight vectors are given by
) ,
) . . They satisfy manifestly the identity µ 0 + µ 1 + µ 2 = 0 capturing the traceless property of the SU (3) symmetry.
(2) the two generators of the sublattice A su(3) are given by the two simple roots α 1 and α 2 of the Lie algebra of the SU (3). These two simple roots may be expressed in, different, but equivalent ways; one way to do is in terms of the weight vectors µ 0 , µ 1 , µ 2 of the 3-dimensional representation of SU (3),
Another way is in terms of the two fundamental weight vectors ω 1 and ω 2 of SU (3) namely
from which we learn µ 1 = ω 1 ,
and
As such, sites r A n and r B n in the sublattice A su(3) and B su(3) read respectively as follows,
where n = (n 1 ,n 2 ) with n 1 and n 2 integers; and where the 3 v l 's are as before. The tight binding hamiltonian H SU (3) describing the electronic correlations restricted to the first nearest neighbors is given by
where t is the hop energy and where F v l are step operators given by
with A ± rm and B ± rm+v l satisfying the electronic anticommutation relations. Notice that the hamiltonian H SU (3) and the 3 step operators F v l are quite similar to those of the poly-acetylene chain namely H SU (2) and the associated F v and G v operators. From these F v l 's, we can make 3 copies of triplets
each copy obeys an SU (2) Lie algebra. Notice also that the F v l 's and F † v l 's are in fact particular operators of more general ones describing generic hops and generating an infinite dimensional symmetry.
Performing the Fourier transform of these field operators, we can put H SU (3) into the form k H su 3 k where k = (k x , k y ) is the wave vector and where
The diagonalization of this hamiltonian leads to the dispersion energy relations 12) with
nothing but the positive roots of the SU (3) symmetry. We will show below that the apparition of the roots in the dispersion energies is a general feature of tight binding model shared by the series of models classified by the Lie groups.
SU (4) diamond model
In this model, the lattice L su(4) is a 3-dimensional crystal made by two tetrahedral sublattices A su(4) and B su(4) whose superposition follows the same logic as in the polyacetylene chain and the 2D honeycomb; see eqs(3.6) with r This physics describing electronic properties by using tight binding approach requires to go beyond the sp 1 and sp 2 hybridizations of the carbon atom considered in the two previous examples. Here, each atom, say of type A rn located at site r n , has 4 first nearest neighbors that can make 4 localized σ-bonds,
So in case where atoms are carbons, there is no delocalized electrons of type π that can hop from a carbon to its closest neighbors; this is why carbon-diamond is an insulator. Nevertheless, in case where we have atoms that allows sp 3 d 1 with delocalized electrons hoping to nearest neighboring tetrahedral sites; the tight binding approach applies as in previous case. To our understanding, this concerns in general material alloys with sp 3 d n hybridizations involving certain atoms of transition metals with delocalized d-electrons; for a related sp 3 tight-binding study concerning the calculation of the electronic and optical properties see [15] . On the other hand, as far as tight binding model on 3D diamond is concerned, one also may engineer simple toy models to describe quite similar physical properties as the electronic ones. Below, we develop a lattice model describing dynamical vacancies within the 3D crystal,
This is an ideal and simple toy model that is based on the two following heuristic hypothesizes:
• we assume that in the 3D lattice in its fundamental state has sites of the sublattice A su(4) occupied by atoms; and the site of B su(4) are vacancies; that is are unoccupied free sites.
• we also assume that under some external parameters, the atoms of A su(4) leave their initial positions towards the free nearest neighbors in B su (4) ; that A-atoms jump to B su(4) and B-vacancies jump to A su (4) .
Actually one needs to specify other data; but let us forget about them by focusing on the ideal configuration; and look for the dispersion energies of the hop of atoms and vacancies in the 3D lattice.
To that purpose, notice first that each site r m in L su(4) has 4 first nearest neighbors at (r m + v i ) as in eq(4.1) forming the vertices of a regular tetrahedron. These relative positions v i are given by:
(−1, +1, −1)
and obey the constraint relation
that should be compared with (2.2,3.1). Like in the previous SU (2) and SU (3) cases, this constraint equation has an interpretation in terms of SU (4) group. Setting
µ i , we end with 4) showing that the µ i 's are the weight vectors of the fundamental representation of SU (4) with dominant weight µ 0 . Let A rm and B rm+v i be the quantum states describing the particle at r m and the vacancy at r m + v i respectively. Let also A ± rm and B ± rm+µ i be the corresponding creation and annihilation operators. The hamiltonian describing the hop of the vacancy/particle to the first nearest neighbors is given by 5) where the F v l 's are step operators given by
By performing Fourier transforms of the A ± rm , B ± rm+µ i field operators and following the same steps as in the SU(2) and SU(3) cases, we end with the remarkable form of the dispersion energies
with k = (k x , k y , k z ) is the wave vector and where 8) are exactly the 12 roots of the SU (4) group.
The lattice L SO (6) , whose unit cell is given by the figure (4), is an other 3-dimensional crystal made by the superposition of two octahedral sublattices A SO (6) and B SO (6) . Each atom A rn located at site r n has 6 first nearest neighbors,
Unlike the SU (4) model, each atom in the lattice L SO (6) give rather 6 bonds as in fig (4); so this model might be used to describe the electronic properties of material alloys which have sp 3 d 2 hybridization with delocalized d-electrons hoping to nearest neighboring octahedral sites. Below, we will also use the toy model described in section 4; but now with the 3D lattice L SO (6) . Sites of the sublattice A SO(6) are occupied by atoms and those of the site B SO(6) are free vacancies. We also assume that under external parameters, the atoms and vacancies of L SO(6) leave their initial positions and move towards the first nearest neighbors.
To study the dynamical properties of this toy model, notice first that each site r m in L SO(6) has 6 first nearest neighbors at (r m + v I ) forming the vertices of an octahedron as shown on the fig(4) and eq(5.1). Like in previous models, the relative positions v I obey the constraint relation
2) Figure 4 : Each atom has 6 first nearest forming an octahedron.
having as well a group theoretic interpretation depending on the way it is solved. Strictly speaking, there are various ways to solve this constraint relation; but for the case at hand, it is solved as follows: First split the set of the 6 vectors into two subsets like, (4) . Moreover, setting v I = dµ I with factor d the atom-vacancy distance, one can check explicitly that the µ I s are nothing but the weights of the SO (6) vector representation. Recall that SO (6) has rank 3 and dimension 15 ; it also has 12 roots α IJ , three of them denoted α i are simple; the α IJ s are like ± µ i ± µ j with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3 and the simple ones are given by
The tight binding hamiltonian H SO (6) describing the hop of the vacancy/particle to the first nearest neighbors is given by, with k = (k x , k y , k z ) is the wave vector and α IJ the roots of SO (6).
Conclusion and comments
In the present paper, we have used tight binding approach and continuous group representation methods to engineer a series of lattice QFT models classified by ADE Lie groups. These lattice models include the electronic properties of the 1D poly-acetylene chain and 2D graphene, but also dynamical properties of the vacancies in lattice models such as the SU (4) diamond and the SO (6) octahedron considered in this study. As a remarkable fact following this set of models is that the dispersion energies, restricted to first nearest neighbors couplings, are completely characterized by the roots of the Lie algebras underlying the crystals. The lattice QFT models considered here are associated with low rank groups as required by condensed matter systems with real dimension at most 3. If relaxing this condition to include higher dimensions; the results obtained in this paper extend naturally to the SU (N) and SO (N) series. We end this study by first noting that there still is an interesting issue that might have interpretation in condensed matter systems; it concerns the models based on SO (5) and G 2 groups having rank 2 and associated with non simply laced Lie algebras; atoms living at sites of the lattice L SO(5) , whose 5 first nearest neighbors form a vector representation of a hidden SO (5) symmetry, allows five bonds and would corresponds to the sp Notice also that lattice model based on 4D hyperdiamond has SU (5) symmetry; it has been related in [6, 16] with lattice QCD; see also [17] - [19] , [7] . 
